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Objective-C for Absolute Beginners: iPhone, iPad and Mac Programming Made EasyApress, 2011

	You have a great idea for an app, but where do you begin? Objective-C is the universal language of iPhone, iPad, and Mac apps, and Objective-C for Absolute Beginners, Second Edition starts you on the path to mastering this language and its latest release. Using a hands-on approach, you'll learn how to think in programming terms, how to...
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Stylish F#: Crafting Elegant Functional Code for .NET and .NET CoreApress, 2018

	
		Why just get by in F# when you can program in style! This book goes beyond syntax and into design. It provides F# developers with best practices, guidance, and advice to write beautiful, maintainable, and correct code.

	
		Stylish F# covers every design decision that a developer makes in constructing F#...
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Formal Verification of Floating-Point Hardware DesignSpringer, 2018

	
		This is the first book to focus on the problem of ensuring the correctness of floating-point hardware designs through mathematical methods.  Formal Verification of Floating-Point Hardware Design advances a verification methodology based on a unified theory of register-transfer logic and floating-point arithmetic that has...
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Logically Determined Design: Clockless System Design with NULL Convention LogicJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
A Revolutionary New Digital System Design Methodology
Logically determined electronic system design is a viable solution to manage the growing complexity of digital design in today's industry. The author shows how this new clockless design methodology is essential for securing the future economic growth of the digital design industry by...
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Context-Aware Pervasive Systems: Architectures for a New Breed of ApplicationsAuerbach Publications, 2006
The concept of aware systems is one of the most exciting trends in computing today, fueled by recent developments in pervasive computing. This book introduces a new breed of computer applications that are termed "context-aware pervasive systems" and provides architectural blueprints for building context-aware behavior into...
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A Tutorial Introduction to VHDL ProgrammingSpringer, 2018

	
		This book helps readers create good VHDL descriptions and simulate VHDL designs. It teaches VHDL using selected sample problems, which are solved step by step and with precise explanations, so that readers get a clear idea of what a good VHDL code should look like.

	The book is divided into eight chapters, covering aspects...
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Fuzzy Modeling with Spatial Information for Geographic ProblemsSpringer, 2005
"Fuzzy Modelling … is a collection of papers of diverse but interrelated topics on the use of fuzzy logic … . The reader is given enough information and references … . this book will provide an excellent background on fuzzy logic and how it can be applied to a variety of spatial problems. It is also a valuable information...
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Fundamentals of HVAC Control Systems: IP Edition Hardbound BookElsevier Limited, 2008
McDowall: Fundamentals of HVAC Systems (IP) (Jun 2006, ISBN-10/13: 0-12-372497-X/ 978-0-12-372497-7)    

       A hard copy companion to the eLearning course that serves as a practical guide to the principles and characteristics of controls, and how to apply them in the use, selection, specification and design of controls systems.    ...
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Introduction to Real Analysis (2nd Edition)Pearson Education, 2000

	This text is a single variable real analysis text, designed for the one-year course at the junior, senior, or beginning graduate level. It provides a rigorous and comprehensive treatment of the theoretical concepts of analysis. The book contains most of the topics covered in a text of this nature, but it also includes many...
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Java CookbookO'Reilly, 2001
This book offers Java developers short, focused pieces of code that are easy to incorporate into other programs. The idea is to focus on things that are useful, tricky, or both. The book's code segments cover all of the dominant APIs and should serve as a great "jumpingoff place" for Java developers who want to get started in areas...
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Modelling Urban Development with Geographical Information Systems and Cellular AutomataCRC Press, 2008
Urban development and migration from rural to urban areas are impacting prime agricultural land and natural landscapes, particularly in the less developed countries. These phenomena will persist and require serious study by those monitoring global environmental change. To address this need, various models have been devised to analyze urbanization...
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How to Write Great Copy: Learn the Unwritten Rules of CopywritingKogan Page, 2006
Dominic Gettins spent many years writing copy and training others to do so. Here, he clearly demonstrates his ability to get his message across and shows readers how to do the same.

While people who write about marketing usually get on with it fairly sensibly, those who write about creativity often employ the uplifting style and...
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